MARIANO NOCETI
M U LT I M E D I A L D E S I G N E R

I´m Mariano. I´m a Buenos Aires based f reelancer. I used to work
with a lot of Argentinian companies and work remotely on projects
for clients over the world.
I developed a diverse set of communication skills such as online
community management, UI design, HTML, CSS, JavaScript and a
little bit of PHP (that’s for the big dudes)

EDUCATION
2003 - 2007 DISEÑADOR MULTIMEDIAL ESCUALE DA VINCI
Da Vinci was the first school to offer the Multimedia Design
career in Latin America, and continues to offer the most
complete curriculum at present. I was part of the 2007
promotion.
In Da Vinci I officially met the design, coding, video editing and
much more. The time, experience, some seminarys and hard
work gave me the rest of what I am.

SKILLS
Web design
Web Coding

WORK EXPERIENCE
CASCOS HALCON, ARG | 2006 - 2008
Web and helmet designer
YACHTING IMAGE, REMOTELY TO USA | 2007 - 2008
Web designer and coding
BALNEARIAIS, REMOTELY TO SPAIN | 2008 - 2010
Web designer and coding
UNIVERSIDAD TORCUATO DI TELLA, ARG | 2010 - 2014
Web designer and coding
URBA, ARG | 2012 - TODAY
Multimedial designer and content developer for the company
DAPONTE OJOS | 2012 - TODAY
Multimedial designer and content developer for the company
In between these works and the present time, I use to regular
work in projects for occasional clients in Argentina, and remotely,
over the world

Video Editing

LANGUAJES
Community management
Spanish (native)

HOBBIES
I think that a hobbie really helps to know the

English
Portuguese

personality and a designer´s ideas.
What I love most is to travel over the globe. I also I like

CONTACT

to ride my motorcycle, listen old school rock and
roots reggae.
I was a rugby player for 20 years.
Today I’m a very dedicated crossfitter.

Tigre. Buenos Aires, Argentina.
marianonoceti@gmail.com
+54911.5045.0644
marianonoceti.com

